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WHERE'S MY EARLY SEASON SNOW?
By Brian Brettschneider, International Arctic Research Center (IARC), UAF
October 2018 was another dismal month for snow across Alaska. Anchorage reported 0.4" of snow, and Fairbanks was only
marginally better at 0.7". The season-to-date total for Fairbanks through Halloween was the lowest on record. From Kotzebue to
Bethel and from Fairbanks to Anchorage, snow was way below normal through October. What exactly does normal mean and how
stable are those values?
The benchmarks for the current state of the
climate are the National Center for Environmental
Information (NCEI) decennial climate normals.
These are 30-year averages (smoothed at daily
time-scales) that are recomputed every 10 years.
The current climate period used for reference is
based on data collected from 1981 through 2010.
Unfortunately, a 30-year reference period for Alaska
fails to capture the rapidly changing environment
we live in. The following sections highlight some
areas where gaps between the climate normals and
the more recent period are evident.

OCTOBER SNOWFALL

According to the NCEI 1981–2010 climate normals,
October is the snowiest month of the year for much
of the northern quarter of Alaska (see Figure 1).
Why is this the case? In October, mainland Alaska is
still in the fall-season wet pattern. Storms frequently
move from the North Pacific Ocean into the state,
bringing copious moisture. In October, particularly
the second half of the month, temperatures are
Figure 1. Snowiest month of the year based on 1981–2010 climate normals.
below freezing more often than not across most of
northern and interior Alaska. This combination
of storminess and cold temperatures combine to make October very snowy in
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EARLY SEASON SNOW
For this article, we decided to compare the past three 15-year
increments against the NCEI 1981–2010 climate normals. Figure
2 shows a series of charts for Fairbanks. Blue represent 1973–1987,
green represents 1988–2002, orange represents 2003–2017, and
gray represents the official 1981–2010 climate normal.

The marked change in October conditions immediately stands
out. The Fairbanks October temperature during the most recent
15-year period (see Figure 2 top panel) is 3.4°F warmer than the
official climate normal period (1981–2010) and 5.1°F warmer
than the previous 15-year period (1988–2002)! This temperature
differential between consecutive 15-year periods is the largest of
any month. Interestingly, March is 3°F cooler in the current period
compared to the previous. This likely reflects the inclusion of two
exceptionally cold Marchs (2007 and 2017).
October precipitation during the three 15-year increments
has declined dramatically. October 2003–2017 is 30% drier than
October 1973–2002. The two changes (increase in temperatures
and decline in precipitation) have combined to cut October
snowfall by almost exactly 50%. The current period averages 6" of
snow in October compared to 12" in previous Octobers.
The decrease in October snowfall shows up nicely when the
daily normal snowfall is plotted (see Figure 3). The most recent
time period (orange line) clearly shows that the snow season in
Fairbanks functionally started several weeks later during the
2003–2017 period. The dip in January reflects a glut of snowless
Januaries in the past 15 years.
The question then arises—which change is the proverbial
chicken and which is the egg? Have warmer Octobers transitioned
more of the (reduced) precipitation to rain, or has the lack of
snowfall and snow cover allowed more solar radiation to be
absorbed at the surface? The 0.90" to 1.01" of liquid equivalent
precipitation in earlier time periods corresponds nicely to ~12" of
snow using the 12:1 snow ratio rule-of-thumb. The current 15-year
time period has half the snowfall but 70% of the precipitation. This
indicates between 1/3 and 1/2 of the October precipitation falls
as rain. However, this does not answer the question of whether
warmer temperatures are causing more rain to fall or whether the
lack of snow is causing the temperatures to be warmer.

Figure 3. Daily normal snowfall for Fairbanks, AK.

Figure 2. September through May a) temperature, b) precipitation, and c)
snowfall for Fairbanks, AK.
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Figure 4.Trend in October 2-meter temperature from NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis
between 1973 and 2017.

The most likely answer is that the fall months
are noticeably warmer in recent decades. The map
in Figure 4 shows the trend in October 2-meter
temperatures over the past 45 years using NCEP/
NCAP R1 Reanalysis. Areas in red have warmed at
the 99th percent confidence level. Areas in orange
have warmed only at the 95th percent confidence
level. Interestingly, this dataset shows that warming
has occurred over the eastern Interior, but at a
lower significance threshold than western and
northern Alaska. This is a result of high year-to-year
variability. If lower snow totals were allowing more
solar radiation to be absorbed, thereby causing the
warming, we would expect to see one pattern over
the land and another over the water. The figure does
not contain such a pattern.
A similar plot showing trends in October
precipitation is shown in Figure 5. As is typical,
precipitation patterns are less pronounced than
temperature patterns. The trends that do emerge
show less precipitation over most of Alaska and
adjacent waters. The statistical significance level is
much less than for temperatures. Also, precipitation
reanalysis data are not nearly as reliable as
temperature data, so the map is instructive, but not
definitive.
The obvious culprits for warmer Octobers are a)
global temperatures are rising, and b) regional sea
ice is dramatically reduced in October. The reduced

Figure 5.Trend in October precipitation from NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis
between 1973 and 2017.

sea ice means that the first half of October in Alaska is more like what the last
half of September used to be like—other than the diminished daylight. The open
water allows airmasses to obtain, or retain, maritime properties. Once the seas
are iced over, those airmasses take on more continental properties.
The map in Figure 6 dramatically shows the warming in the autumn months
over the past 50 years based on NCEI climate division data. Every climate
division has warmed by at least 1°F, and the northwestern 2/3 of the state
warmed by 3°F to 7°F!

Figure 6.Trend in autumn (September to November) temperatures in Alaska over the past 50
years. Map credit: Rick Thoman.
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SNOWY OCTOBERS FOR ANCHORAGE
AND JUNEAU?

Figure 7. September through May snowfall for a) Anchorage, and b) Juneau.

Figure 8. September through May temperature for a) Anchorage, and b) Juneau.

The October snowfall situation in Anchorage is similar to
Fairbanks. The first panel in Figure 7 shows the monthly
distribution of snowfall for Anchorage during consecutive 15-year
increments and also the current climate normal period. Snowfall
in October during the most recent 15-year period is less than
half of the totals for the previous periods. As was the case for
Fairbanks, this is mostly temperature driven. Snow in October is
a marginal event for Anchorage. A small increase in temperature
transitions most of the snow into rain. The temperature in
Anchorage during the month of October is several degrees higher
during the most recent 15-year period than the previous 15-year
periods (Figure 8). This correlates nicely with the reduced snowfall
in October during the past decade and a half.
Juneau is a different story. October snowfall has always been
a rare event for the capital city. Trends for climate variables that
represent outlier events are difficult to assess. Because Juneau
is located in a warmer climate, the snow season is shorter than
points farther north. For Juneau, the snow season is November
through March. Interestingly, both November and March have
been significantly snowier in Juneau during the most recent 15year period compared to previous periods.
Historically, both Anchorage and Fairbanks show a strong
relationship between the October average monthly temperature
and the October total snowfall. Figure 9 shows this relationship
in the form of scatter plots. The lower the temperature, the more
snow is observed. The statistical correlation (Pearson’s-R) for
Fairbanks is -0.50 and for Anchorage it is -0.65. Octobers over
30°F, for both cities, strongly correlate with lower snow totals. The
relationship is weaker when the monthly temperature is under
30°F.
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FUTURE TRENDS

Most readers of the Alaska Climate Dispatch are
well aware that temperatures in Alaska are rising,
and September-November temperatures are rising
the fastest. The remarkable reduction in autumn
sea ice along the North Slope and the west coast is
clearly an important driver for the observed increase
in temperatures. As sea ice continues to diminish,
and as global temperatures continue to rise, further
increases in autumn temperatures are a near
certainty. Figure 10 shows the strong trend for later
freeze up in the fall and a moderate trend for an
earlier melt-out in the spring for the Bering Sea over
the past 40 years.
As temperatures continue to rise, the beginning
of the snow season will shift even later into the
fall. The evidence suggests that winter in Alaska
is now several weeks shorter than in decades past.
Expect this trend to continue. This represents a
classic positive feedback cycle. With less snow on the
ground early in the season, the ground absorbs more
heat, which in turn creates more fall rain events
at the expense of snow events. At the macro scale,
snow and ice cover are a key, stabilizing force in the
planet’s climate system. A shorter snow season in
Alaska, and elsewhere, is a bad sign for the Earth’s
climate.

Figure 10. Seasonal trends in decreased Bering Sea ice extent over the past 40 years. Bering
Sea ice extent has decreased over that period in all seasons, with the strongest trend in the
autumn months. Figure by Rick Thoman, ACCAP, data from the National Snow and Ice Data
Center.
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Figure 9. Scatter plots
showing the relationship
between October
temperatures and snowfall
for a) Fairbanks and b)
Anchorage.
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CLIMATE AND WEATHER
SUMMARY:
MAY–OCTOBER 2018
By Rick Thoman, Alaska Center for Climate Assessment and Policy, UAF
May through October, 2018 was unusually warm across all of Alaska, but
especially across southern coastal areas (Figure 1). Cook Inlet, Bristol Bay
and the Northwest Gulf Coast all had the second warmest May to October
of record. The West Coast, Aleutians and Central Interior had the third
warmest. Thanks to a near average summer, the North Slope and Northeast
Interior were only "above normal", and no regions in Alaska averaged near or
below normal for the past six months. For Alaska as a whole, May through
October tied as the third warmest of record: only 2004 and 2016 were milder.

Figure 1. Alaska regional
average temperatures for
May-October 2018. Much
of the state continued to be
unusually warm. Figure by
Rick Thoman

MAY
May 2018 was a typical month weather- and
climate-wise around Alaska. Temperatures over a
large swath of the state averaged close to normal.
Precipitation was, as usual, more variable, but
relatively few places were much drier than normal.
However, Anchorage was one of those dry places,
with rainfall at the Airport totalling just 0.33",
which is only half of normal for May. In contrast,
Fairbanks received nearly twice its normal rainfall,
and Juneau was wet as well.
Break-up of ice on Alaska rivers was largely
uneventful, with one important exception. The
Yukon River ice broke in most locations a few days
later than the average in recent decades. Break-up
on the Tanana River at Nenana occurred on May
1. This is very close to the average in recent years
but would have been notably earlier than normal
prior to the 1960s. Break-up on the Kuskokwim
River was earlier than recent years. Ice on the
Kuskokwim River at Bethel went out on May 2.
This ties for the tenth earliest break-up in the past
90 years. While break-up was quiet in the Interior
and Southwest Alaska, there was significant ice jam
flooding in Southcentral, an unusual although not
unprecedented event. An ice jam and consequent
flooding on the Susitna River north of Talkeetna
shut down the Alaska Railroad from May 12 to 16
(photo). Flood waters and large chunks of ice, in
some places, piled more than 7 feet high, moved
about 1000 feet of track near Curry. With an
estimated price tag of more than a million dollars,
Alaska Railroad Corporation crews were able to
repair the damage just in time for the start of the
enhanced summer rail
schedule.

An ice jam on the Susitna
River led to flooding and large
chunks of ice on the railroad
tracks north of Talkeetna in
May 2018. Photo courtesy
the Alaska Railroad.
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JUNE
June brought a mixed bag of conditions to Alaska, including significant cool
and warm weather. Most of the North Slope, Brooks Range, and central and
eastern Interior were significantly cooler than normal. At Utqiaġvik this was
the first month to average cooler than normal since July 2017. The National
Centers for Environmental Information (NCEI) ranked June as the coolest on
the North Slope since 1974. On the south side of the Brooks Range, Bettles had
the coolest June since 2006, and Fairbanks saw just one day with a high above
80°F. In contrast, the west coast generally had a mild month, but especially so on
the southern Chukchi seacoast. This was due in part to the early loss of sea ice,
which had largely melted out in May. At Kotzebue, the average temperature for
the month was 52.9°F, making this the second warmest June of record. June 11
and 12 brought unseasonably chilly weather to a large part of the state. Several
inches of snow fell along Dalton Highway in the Brooks Range. More unusually,
light snow fell for a short time over the hills north of Fairbanks. The morning
of June 12 brought near freezing temperatures to much of the region, even
including parts of urban Fairbanks. Overnight June 11 to 12, heavy snow fell
above 3000 ft elevation on the Glenn Highway between Sutton and Glennallen.
At the Eureka Roadhouse, 8 to 10 inches accumulated (photo). Accumulating
snow was also reported over Thompson Pass on the Richardson Highway.
A week later it was exceptionally hot over much of central and southern
Southeast. Most notably, the high of 91°F at Annette on June 19 ties with June
20, 2004, as the second highest temperature of record there. As hot as this was,
it was not the highest reliable temperature found in Southeast. The cooperative
station at Hyder reported that the temperature reached 94°F on the afternoon
of the 19th, which wound up as the highest temperature in the state for summer
2018. The Juneau Airport peaked at 85°F, tying for the third highest temperature
of record there. Wildfire activity picked up significantly during June, with
more than 250,000 acres burning, principally in the Interior. This area burned
is typical for June. The three largest fires were the Mooseheart Mountain fire
at 53,000 acres and the nearby Zitziana River fire at 35,000 acres (photo), both
located in the central Interior south of Manley Hot Springs, and the Dulby Hot
Springs fire north of Ruby at 40,000 acres.

June 11-12 brought heavy snow that blanketed the Eureka
Roadhouse. Photos from Eureka Lodge Facebook page (https://
www.facebook.com/eurekalodge11)

JULY
July was a very warm month for Alaska. NCEI ranked July 2018 as tied for
the fifth warmest July in the past 94 years. Both Juneau (61.2°F) and Annette
(63.9°F) reported not only the highest average temperature for July but the
warmest calendar month of record, and Ketchikan (63.4°F) reported the second
warmest July. Ketchikan on July 27 reported a low temperature of 67°F, the
second highest daily low of record.
Rainfall, as is often the case in the summer, showed wide variation around
the state. Parts of the center and eastern Interior were quite dry. This was in part
due to a lack of thunderstorms early in the month and then the development
of high pressure aloft later in the month that brought sunny warm weather at
a time when the larger scale storm driven rains typically increase. Southeast
Alaska was also unusually dry as the same persistent weather pattern that
brought the warm temperatures kept most low-pressure systems away from
the area. Meanwhile, most of Southwest Alaska was significantly wetter than
normal. Wildfire activity was relatively low in July until the last week of the
month. The Taixtsalda Hills fire started July 23 between Northway and Tetlin
and grew to more than 18,000 acres by the end of the month. Overall, about
120,000 acres burned statewide during July, which is less than half the typical
acreage burned in July.

Smoke rises off of the Zitziana Fire during an afternoon
increase in fire activity on June 24, 2018.The nearby
Mooseheart Fire also had an increase in activity. Photo by Matt
Corley / BLM Alaska Fire Service.
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The area around Prince of Wales Island as observed by Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer (MODIS) on NASA's Terra satellite on July 21, 2018.The milky blue waters
are caused by a bloom of non-toxic phytoplankton known as coccolithophores, most likely
Emiliania huxleyi. Phytoplankton blooms popped up in the panhandle region of Alaska and along
the coast of British Columbia somewhat later in 2018 than the main blooms, which normally
tend to occur in May.This appears to be related to the unusually warm water temperatures
later in the summer. Recent studies suggest coccolithophores are expanding into polar oceans
as temperatures warm. Image from NASA Earth Observatory Image of the Day (https://
earthobservatory.nasa.gov/images/92534/milky-blue-water-near-prince-of-wales-island)

August was an unusually cloudy and wet month
across much of mainland Alaska. Temperatures
wound up significantly below normal over much of
the North Slope and northern Interior, while most
of southwest and southeast Alaska were warmer
than average. Rainfall was a different story. All of
Alaska except for southern Southeast saw near to
above normal rainfall. Overall, NCEI ranked this
as the fourth wettest August since 1925. The wettest
regions relative to normal were the central and
eastern Interior and Copper River Basin. Northway
received 5.28" of rain and Gulkana 4.31" of rain
during the month; at both locations these are the
second highest August total in more than 75 years
of climate observations. Fairbanks Airport recorded
4.15" of rain, the fourth highest August rainfall in
the past century.
In spite of the high rainfall totals there was little
flooding, as the rain was frequent but in most places
not especially heavy at any one time. There was a
minor washout on the Taylor Highway south of
Eagle that briefly delayed traffic. The Copper River
Highway was closed at Mile 45 due to erosion by
the swollen Copper River. All the rain in August
effectively shut down the 2018 wildfire season. At the
end of the month the total acreage burned for the
season stood at 407,000 acres, well below the average
of the past 30 years (Figure 2).
Much of Southcentral and southwest Alaska
was very warm early in the month. Dutch Harbor
reported a high of 79°F on the 6th, easily breaking
the previous record for the data of 71°F set in 2003.
On the 5th, the low temperature at Anchorage
Airport was 62°F, which tied with August 10, 1994
for the highest daily minimum temperature of
record in August.
SEPTEMBER

Figure 2.Total acres burned in Alaska by year, 1950–2018. By mid-September 2018, 341
wildfires had burned 408,547 acres. Figure by Rick Thoman, data from Alaska Interagency
Coordination Center.

September was outstanding in Alaska on a several
climate fronts, with both unusual warmth and
drought vying for headlines. Warmth was most
widespread. Overall, NCEI ranked this month as
tied for the fourth warmest September in the past
94 years, with the departures especially pronounced
in western Alaska and along the southern Alaska
coast. A number of locations recorded the warmest
September of record, including Anchorage
(55.0°F), Bethel (51.1°F) and Kotzebue (49.1°F).
The persistence of the warmth was particularly
outstanding; most areas lacked any cold days in
the month. Some places that typically have the first
freeze of the autumn in the first half of September
went the entire month without a freeze.
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Over the southeast corner of the mainland and
in the Panhandle, low rainfall was the big news.
Sitka (3.55"), Juneau (2.28"), and Cordova (3.64")
all recorded their driest September of record, while
Gulkana (0.10") and Annette (3.76") both had their
second driest. Southern Southeast Alaska remained
in severe drought. Low water levels in reservoirs
limited hydropower production. More details on the
drought and its impacts can be found in the Water
Column on page 10. Interior Alaska usually sees the
first snows of the autumn in September, but not this
year, except at higher elevations. At Bettles, this was
the first September in more than 20 years to have no
snow at all. An unusual weather event occurred at
Anchorage on the 24th, when there was widespread
thunder and small hail. This was the first September
thunderstorm reported at the Anchorage airport
since 2005 and the latest in the season since the
thunderstorm of October 4, 2006.
OCTOBER
October was exceptionally mild across all of Alaska, with every long-term
climate site reporting above normal average temperature. NCEI ranked 2018 as
the mildest October of record at the statewide scale (since 1925), easily exceeding
the previous warmest of 2013. The warmest October of record was observed
in communities from western Alaska to the Panhandle. These included Nome
(38.4°F), Bethel (41.0°F), King Salmon (44.5°F), Anchorage (44.8°F) and Sitka
(50.6°F). Numerous other locations had the second or third warmest October.
For both Bethel and Anchorage, the record warm October followed the warmest
September. A number of long-term climate sites had the latest “first freeze” of
the autumn of record, often a month or more later than average. At Kotzebue,
the first freeze did not occur until October 15, a week later than the previous
latest first freeze. At Anchorage Airport, the first day with a temperature of 32°F
or lower did not occur until October 28, almost six weeks later than normal and
12 days later than the previous latest first freeze. Similarly, at Bethel, the first
freeze on the 19th was 12 days later than the previous record late freeze.
Most areas had very little snow in October. Most notably, Fairbanks did not
have its first snow until October 20, a month later than average and more than
a week later than the previous record. For the month, Fairbanks received only
0.7". This equaled 2013 for the lowest October snow total since 1926, and for
the third consecutive Halloween there was no measurable snow on the ground.
The primary exception to the low snow month was, ironically, in parts of the
Anchorage area. While only 0.4" fell at the Anchorage Airport on the 29th,
significantly higher amounts fell in east Anchorage and in the Eagle River and
lower Mat-Su valleys, and as usual at higher elevations. Snowfalls included 9"
at Eagle River, 10" at Palmer and a whopping 18.4" at 2200' elevation southeast
of Eagle River. Unsurprisingly, some roads were very icy as the snow fell on still
warm road surfaces, causing the Anchorage School District to cancel all after
school activities. Seward is no stranger to heavy rain, but rains on the 15th and
16th produced flooding and high water, forcing city officials to cancel after-school
activities as 3–6" of rain fell in the area. While the Seward Highway remained
open, some side roads were impassible (photo). Southeast Alaska was buffeted by
a strong storm in the Gulf of Alaska on the 24th and 25th. Wind gusts of 60 to 90
mph were widely reported in the Ketchikan area, and a window was blown out
of a house in Sitka, where winds at the airport peaked at almost 50 mph.

Heavy rains in and around Seward, AK in mid-October caused
a new culvert under Dieckgraff Road to last only two days
past installation, closing the road to the local dump. Photo from
SAKTown Talk Facebook page (https://www.facebook.com/
SAKtownTalk/)
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THE WATER COLUMN:
DROUGHT IN ALASKA’S
RAINFOREST
By Jessica Cherry, Alaska-Pacific River Forecast Center, National Weather Service
Exceptional drought in Southeast Alaska has persisted for several months,
causing impacts to regional reservoir water levels and vegetation.

Figure 2. The precipitation departure from average (1925–
2000) in inches for August–October 2018. Data and graphic
from NCEI.
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The northern half of the panhandle is categorized by the U.S. Drought Monitor
as “Abnormally Dry” and the southern half of the panhandle is considered to
be in “Severe Drought.” Since the start of July, precipitation as a percentage of
normal has been much below average in the northern half of the panhandle.
Further south, this has been the driest August to October on record (Figure 1),
which equates to more than 10 inches below normal (Figure 2).
The precipitation climatology from Ketchikan (pop. ~8,000; Figure 3) shows
that rainfall normally ramps up starting in the late summer, which is normal
throughout Southeast Alaska. This is particularly important for filling reservoirs
to supply water for hydroelectricity, as well as for household and commercial
usage. July is typically the driest month, and reservoirs are drawn down to
their lowest levels of the year. In winter, some of the incoming precipitation
gets stored in the snowpack and is not available until spring melt season. The
water resource management goal in fall is to capture and store as much water
as possible without spilling (releasing water but not generating electricity).
A cumulative precipitation plot for Ketchikan (Figure 4) shows the drought
has now persisted for more than a water year (October-September), and the
accumulated precipitation is only about two-thirds of normal.
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Figure 3. The precipitation climatology for Ketchikan. Data and
graphic from xmACIS.

Figure 4. Accumulated precipitation at the Ketchikan Airport
since October 1, 2017 is shown in green.The brown line shows
the normal over the period of record. Data and graphics from
xmACIS.
Figure 1. Total precipitation ranking for August–October 2018 relative to 1925–2018. Data
and graphic from NCEI.
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Many communities in Southeast Alaska have reservoirs, and Metlakatla
(pop. ~1400) in particular has been concerned about their extremely low
water storage. This season, engineers in Metlakatla were forced to shut down
both of the electricity-generating turbines on their two reservoirs and instead
generate power with an aged and costly diesel-fired power system. A newer,
back-up diesel generator failed, leaving the community extremely vulnerable.
Because of this vulnerability, the National Weather Service has been providing
core partners in Metlakatla with routine briefings about the likelihood of
precipitation in the upcoming 1–3 week time frame.
Impacts of the drought on the Tongass National Forest and other regional
ecosystems are still being assessed. As fall precipitation does occur, one question
is whether or not moisture is being transported from the North Pacific in
narrow bands of heavy precipitation called Atmospheric Rivers (ARs). While
there is a growing awareness of ARs being an important mechanism for
extreme precipitation in southern Alaska, there is not currently an operational
monitoring system in place as there is for the western contiguous U.S.
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Figure 5. Histogram of deviation from normal daily
precipitation at Ketchikan suggests that incoming precipitation
is not heavier or more extreme than in the past. If anything,
lighter precipitation is more common now. Data from xmACIS,
analysis and plotting by Cherry.

A simple test of the statistical distribution of daily
precipitation anomalies at Ketchikan comparing
the most recent 30 years (1988–2018) to an earlier
period (1948–1978) suggests that there has not been
an increase in moderate or heavy precipitation at
that long-term station (Figure 5). In fact, if anything,
precipitation events have trended toward lighter and
less extreme.
Those hoping that El Niño may save the day with
precipitation in Southeast Alaska this winter may
be disappointed. Recent calculations from NOAA’s
Climate Prediction Center show that even as El
Niño likely sets in for the winter, the association
between ENSO and precipitation (measured by
both regression and correlation) is pretty weak
(Figure 6). Regardless of how it gets there, Southeast
communities will certainly be wishing for slow and
steady precipitation this holiday season.

Figure 6. NOAA Climate Prediction Center’s linear regression and correlation of the oceanic
Niño-3.4 index on precipitation from January through March. Figure from http://www.cpc.ncep.
noaa.gov/products/precip/CWlink/ENSO/regressions/geplr.shtml
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SEA ICE: SUMMER AND AUTUMN 2018
by John Walsh, Chief Scientist, International Arctic Research Center, UAF
The unprecedented low sea ice conditions in Alaska waters over the winter continued to ramify through the summer and fall of 2018,
with the September minimum ice extent the sixth-lowest in the 40-year satellite record.
The previous issue of the Alaska Climate Dispatch
highlighted the exceptional sea ice conditions in
Alaskan waters during the winter of 2018. The
unprecedented absence of sea ice in the Bering Sea
was followed by an early retreat during spring. Not
only did the initial loss of ice in the Chukchi occur
earlier than in any year of the post-1978 satellite
record, but the extent of Chukchi ice extent during
May was the lowest on record, barely eclipsing
the previous record set in 2017 (Figure 1). During
June, however, the retreat slowed, placing 2018 in
the middle portion of the lower tercile of historical
extents. The Chukchi Sea’s minimum ice extent,
reached in late September, was close to zero, which
was similar to 2017 in both timing and magnitude.
Averaged over the entire month of September, the
Chukchi Sea’s ice extent was approximately 45,000
km2. While this September extent is typical of the
past decade, it is a 90% reduction from the average
of about 450,000 km2 in the 1980s (Figure 2). The
corresponding period of open water in the southern
Chukchi Sea has lengthened from a month or two
in the 1980s to more than four months in recent
years, making the Chukchi Sea essentially a seasonal
sea ice zone. This remarkable change over the past
few decades has major
implications for marine
transport offshore of the
Chukchi coast.

Figure 2. September
mean ice extent (square
kilometers) in the Chukchi
Sea for each year from
1979 to 2018. Figure from
Richard Thoman, data from
National Snow and Ice Data
Center.

Figure 1. Daily ice extent (square km) in the Chukchi Sea from April through December.
Thick black line is median for 1981-2010. Thin gray lines are for individual years, with 2017
highloghted in green and 2018 highlighted in red. Figure from Richard Thoman, data from
National Snow and Ice Data Center.
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As shown in Figure 3, the ice edge in late
September was more than 800 km (500 miles) north
of the Chukchi coast. As recently as the 1970s and
1980s, there were years in which the ice remained
close enough to the coast at Utqiagvik to impede
barge operations throughout the summer. The vast
expanse of newly open water in the Chukchi region
during late summer and autumn also serves as a
source of heat and moisture for the atmosphere.
Impacts on coastal air temperatures are already
apparent (see the climate summary pages 6-9),
while potential impacts on storm systems are being
actively researched.
Although the Chukchi Sea’s ice cover was far
below its long-term historical average during the
summer and autumn of 2018, sea ice was more
prominent in the Beaufort Sea. While the Beaufort
Sea’s total ice coverage was below the long-term
(20th-century) average, it was greater than in most
years of the past decade. Figure 3 shows that most
of the Beaufort Sea’s sea ice was found in the eastern
Beaufort offshore of Canada, where the extent
actually exceeded the 1981-2010 median extent.
Although not detected by the passive microwave
sensors, patches of sea ice were also found farther
west in the Beaufort throughout the summer. In
addition, sea ice was more extensive in the Canadian
Archipelago during 2018 than in recent summers.
The Northwest Passage was essentially closed to
navigation in 2018, and no cruise ships transited the
passage this year. This serves as a reminder that, at
least for operational planning purposes, interannual
variability remains an important consideration even
as the Arctic shifts to a regime of predominantly
seasonal sea ice.
On the pan-Arctic scale, 2018’s September ice
extent was the 6th-lowest in the 40-year satellite
record (Figure 4). The total extent was slightly
below that of 2017, slightly above the trend line,
and close to the mean for the past 10 years. The
2018 September extent of 4.7 million km2 was
approximately 33% below the mean of about 7
million km2 for the first 20 years of the satellite
record. As shown in Figure 3, the largest departures
from the long-term mean were in the Chukchi and
East Siberian Seas, although there were substantial
negative departures in nearly the entire Eurasian
sector.
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Figure 3. Sea ice concentrations (percentage ice cover) on September 23, 2018, the
approximate date of the 2018 minimum pan-Arctic ice extent. Ice concentration ranges from
0% (deep blue) to 100% (brightest white; see color bar at right. From National Snow and Ice
Data Center.

Figure 4. Pan-Arctic sea ice
extent (millions of square km)
averaged over September of
each year, 1979-2018. Blue
line is least-squares linear
trend line. From National
Snow and Ice Data Center.

After the minimum ice extent was reached in late September, the Beaufort
Sea had a relatively normal freeze-up by historical standards. However, freezeup was very late in the Chukchi Sea and in the North Atlantic subarctic from
Svalbard eastward (Figure 5). By November 20, ice had developed in Kotzebue
Sound and along the northern coast of Chukotka, but Norton Sound was largely
ice-free. The historical median (1981–2010) ice edge shown in Figure 5 indicates
that ice cover would have become established by this date in Norton Sound
and essentially the entire Chukchi Sea, in addition to Kotzebue Sound and
the near-coastal waters from Kuskokwim Bay northward. The late freeze-up is
consistent with abnormally high water temperatures in the Chukchi and Bering
Seas. Implications for the coming winter’s ice cover in the Bering Sea region are
discussed in a recent ACCAP webinar by Richard Thoman: “Standing on the
Brink: Sea Ice Forecast 2018-19”, accessible at https://accap.uaf.edu/Sea_ice_
webinar

ACCAP NEWS
RICK THOMAN JOINS ACCAP TEAM

Figure 5. Sea ice concentrations (percentage ice cover) on
November 20, 2018. Ice concentration ranges from 0% (deep
blue) to 100% (brightest white; see color bar at right. From
National Snow and Ice Data Center.

Rick Thoman. Photo by Rick Thoman.

ðð Rick Thoman retired in October 2018 after more than three decades
with the National Weather Service in Alaska and has joined the Alaska
Center for Climate Assessment and Policy as the Alaska climate
specialist. Rick acts as a climate translator, working to span the bridge
between climate modeling and communities and to understand user
needs. In addition to his monthly online Alaska Climate Outlook
Briefings (https://accap.uaf.edu/webinars/nws-briefings), Rick is
working with radio stations around the state to provide short,
region-specific climate and weather segments to Alaska
communities. An archive of his Beyond the Weather series
on KUAC-FM is available: http://fm.kuac.org/term/alaskacenter-climate-assessment-and-policy.
Follow Rick on Twitter @AlaskaWx.
SARAH TRAINOR SHARES CLIMATE IMPACTS ON RURAL
ALASKA
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ðð ACCAP Director Sarah Trainor was a lead author for the
Alaska chapter of the recently released 4th National Climate
Assessment, available at https://nca2018.globalchange.gov/
Alaska radio stations KYUK (Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta)
and KTOO (Juneau) talked with Trainor about the report's
conclusions that rural Alaska and indigenous communities
will bear the brunt of climate change: http://www.kyuk.org/
post/national-report-says-alaska-natives-rural-alaskansbear-brunt-climate-change
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